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i0hen collectors think of early
tools. their thoughts usually run to
carpentry, blacksmithing. farming,
kitchen, etc. One of the earliest and
very
industries, dating back
to before 4,000 B, C .• is that of
raising sheep for meat. wool, tallow,
skins, and milk. Various tools were
used in. the care and production, and
some of them from my collection are
shown here.
So important was it that when
Columbus and Cortez first came to this
of the world they brought sheep,
and even the Indians quickly took up
the industry in New Mexico. In 1609
were introduced into Virginia
aftm.ward into New England.
town eommon was open to grazing,
and t00vn
were provided to
protect and care for the sheep. Owners
identified their stock by marks or
brands. Shown :Ln Figure 1 is an early
paint brand of the type used.
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removed. Figure 2 shows a rather gruesome old instrument used to dock the
tail,

Figure 2: Early, wrought-iron 1
tail--docking instrument.
Like fingernails. the hoofs of
sheep continue to gro1iv and must be
trimmed to prevent lameness and disease.
[Continued on page 7]
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CRAFTS SPRING AUCTION
TO BE HELD APRIL 12
With winter now nearly one-half
over, and spring just around the corner,
the auction season is almost upon us.
CRAFTS Auction Manager, Joe Hauck,
is already busily at work preparing for
CRAFTS eighth annual Spring Auction,
which will be held on Satuday, April
12, at the Taylor Hose Company. High
Bridge. N.J.
Joe reports that the Auction Committee has vowed to make this the best
Spring Auction yet. The rules will
follow those of previous years, the
Committee intends to enforce them
strictly. Any CRAFTS member who wishes
to sell items in the auction must submit his list by February 15. The tools
must be delivered to the Committee by
March 15.
Hauck has asked members to offer
only items of good
ty and he
hopes to see an increase in the numbe.r
of higher-priced items consigned.
So now is the time to review yom:
collection and make up your list. If
you have any questions, get l.n touch
·with Joe Hauck o:c Steve Zluky

******'"r.

John S. Kebab ian, vJho will sueak
on 11 The Pomeroy and Other Anvils ~ at
the February 2 meeting of CRAFTS of New
Jersey, carries impressive credentials
both as a collector and as a scholar.
A native of Connecticut. Kebabian
began collecting planes in 1964, but
his interest soon spread to other tools
as welL \AJithin a few years he had
establisted himself as one of the COlJ.D.··
try 1 s most knowledgeable experts t:r::·,
early tools and thei.r makers.
The Kebabi.an name is certainJ.
familiar to members of the Early i\.meri~·
can Industries Association. John
served for half~a-dozen years as a
Director of the organization, Former
EAIA President Paul Kebabian is his
brother.
John also edited the EAIA Chroa:i..ele
for four years. But his greatest fame
probably rests, at least so far as tuol
collectors are concerned. with the
dozens of articles that he has written
for the Chronicle over the years. many
of them pio~g studies of tools and
their
Mr, Kebabi.an 1 s collection is no'\AJ a_
little smaller than it used to be, but
he still takes gt·eat pride in it, And
he is especially proud of his library
of books and related materials pertaining to tools. How large is the
library? He doesn 1 t really knmv,
contains
600 early tool ca
This interest in books comes
~
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SILENCE SPEAKS OUT
[Editor's Note: Recently we have received two letters from Mr. Silence
liHllmotL IJ.Je do not know Mr. \tJillmott.
and he is not a member of CRAFTS. He
appears, however, to be an earnest and
conscientious individual, so we have
decided to publish his letters in full.]
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like air into bellows.
This, I am sure, is one of the largest shops in the state. It is nearly
SO' X 100' and contains five forges and
a full set of tools for each. The smith
was busy working at the only forge that
had the benefit of bellows, these being
the most perfect I have ever seen, and
though the shop was full of visitors he
said nothing •
Soon the "iron" was almost at
welding heat. The smith suddenly spun
around, laid it on the anvil, and struck
a mighty blow with a five-pound hammer.
This created a shower of sparks shooting
across the shop like a thousand little
comets and sent people, clutching their
children, running from the shop.
It occurred to me that perhaps the
smith had said nothing because no one
had asked him a question, although a
good "interpreter" should speak first
and give some introduction to raise the
visitors' interest. Just then a boy of
about ten came in with his father. The
smith was still pounding the now rather
cold, steel rod. The boy asked, "What
are you making, Mister?"
The smith looked at him and said,
in a manner as if the boy had attacked
him, "A PUNCH!"
With that, he turned around, stuck
the steel back into the fire, and said
no more.
Father and son had started to walk
out when the boy said, "Dad, what's a
punch?" His father's reply was: "Something you drink."
I walked out of the shop wanting
to clear up the matter, but like the
blacksmith, I said nothing.
That smith had seen the last of-Silence Willmott

Sir (with apologies to Mr. Franklin):
It may not be improper, in the
first place, to inform your readers that
I intend, a few times a year, to present them, with the help and consent of
this newspaper, with a short epistle,
which I presume will add somewhat to
their entertainment.
I am interested in many trades and
their respective tools, but claim only
the trades in which I feel fairly
competent.
Please exercise your patience and
bear with my humors no~;.;r and then, for I
will trouble you but seldom. I am not
insensible to the impossibility of
pleasing all, but I shall not willingly
displease any. And for those who will
take offense where none is intended,
they are beneath the notice of-Silence Willmott
Sir:
Not long ago I visited a restored
village in the "Pine Barrens" of our
state.
Upon arriving I was surprised to
find the admission such a nominal sum
but was reminded that this was a state
park.
Along the main road stands a row of
houses, interesting houses that, I am
sure, had some story locked inside. Due
to construction going on nearby, entrance was impossible. I asked someone
dressed like a State Trooper about them,
and he sent me to the visitors' center
to pick up a guide book.
There I was told they had run out
of books bit I could call in a few weeks
to see when they would be arriving.
They could give me no information on the
houses, but they did say that the signs
giving a brief history of them had to be
removed because of the construction.
I continued down the road, following the sound of a ringing anvil. I
consider myself a disciple of Vulcan,
and I am drawn into a blacksmith shop

*******
IN MEMORIAM
DONALD B. LIPSEY, 1913-1985
Director, CRAFTS of New Jersey,
1978-1985
A good man. A warm and generous
friend. He will be missed by all
who knew him.
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ON NEW JERSEY TOOLS, MAKERS,

Z-1. DlW IN 'rHE LIBRARY

by Alexander Farnham

POSITIVELY No BUSINESS
ON SUNDAYS

BUSINESS CLOSED
SATURDAY AFTERNOONS

===========================================

October ht, 19

===================================

Dsyton9 N ~ .J ., ..........................................................

l
TERMS, CASH
Credit will he given
Only to Old and
Regular Customers
On Sholl'f: Tenns.
Final Settlement Due

BUSINESS HOURS

7 A. M, TO '7 P. lVI.
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To LEWIS D. ROWLAND, Dr®
_.

,. DE..'\LER IN ...

-

Everything for the Farmer
I 41ve no Guarante.,,
Th"' be .. t Stand.,.rd Good10 are bmi!l.ht.
Hlatak.,., ""' Bill,. ... ,. .. t be
report<>d to me within 5 dayB of date of bill.
I m•k for your trade and llood·wiH.

Back in October I received a
letter from Thomas F. Harrington,
Director-Curator of the Agricultural
Museum of the State of New Jersey, requesting that I act as an appraiser for
tools donated to the Museum. He also
issued an invitation to look through
the Museum's collection of early farm
implement and tool manufactures' catalogs. A month later he sent me an
order for copies of my books, EARLY
TOOLS OF NEW JERSEY and TOOL COLLECTORS
HANDBOOK.
Since I was anxious to discover if
there were any catalogs in the collection that might be worthwhile for
CRAFTS to reprint, I decided to hand
deliver the books ordered. On November
22, I drove to the Agricultural Engineering Office, Cook College, Rutgers
University, New Brunswick, where I met
Tom Harrington.
He had stacks of catalogs for me
to look through in his office. Among
them was one of harnessmaker's tools
made by C.S. Osborne & Co. and two of
Iron Age agricultural implements manufactured by the Grenloch, N.J., firm of
Bateman Manufacturing Co. All three
catalogs dated from the first quarter
of this century and were not exciting
enough for CRAFTS to reprint. From the
Bateman catalog, however, I did learn
that the firm was established in 1836,
a fact I was not aware of when I wrote
my book.
From his office. Tom escorted me
to a long, narrow building that at

present houses houses the Museum's collection. After pointing out some of the
more interesting tools and farm machinery, Tom went back to his office,
leaving me to go through two large cardboard boxes chuck full of catalogs.
Of the hundreds of catalogs in
these boxes, only one related to a New
Jersey manufacturer. This was a sevenpage, plus front cover, 1904 price list
~
of extra parts for the "Acme" pulverizing harrow manufactured by Duane H.
Nash in Millington. Morris County, N.J.
Stamped on the bottom of the front cover
was the legend "Sold by Lewis D Rowland,
Dayton, NJ. 11 Included among the cata~
logs was one of Mr. Rowland's bill heads
(shown above), which spelled out his
rules for doing business--he gave no
guarantee and positively did no business
on Sundays.
Before leaving I looked over the
Museum's collection of planes and found
a number that were of New Jersey manufacture. There #ere also other tools
made within the state, including a
Newark harnessmaker's draw gauge made by
Henry Frank Osborne. Those interested
·~
in learning more about the Agricultural
Museum of the State of New Jersey should
write to Thomas F. Harrington in care of
the Museum, P.O. Box 1978, New Brunswick, NJ 08903.
Plans have been drawn up for a
large new museum complex to be built on
~
the Cook College campus in the near
future. and I am sure a show of interest
would be welcome. Also welcome would be
4
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donations of early tools. The Museum
has recently received a number of exciting donations, including the tinsmith shop of James H. Lutes (18681942) of Englishtown and an early South
Jersey hardware store with many tools
from the turn of the century still in
their original wrappings.
After leaving Cook College I drove
to Rutgers' Alexander Library, where in
the Special Collections and Archives
section much of the research for my
book on early New Jersey toolmakers was
done. Since the publication of my book
several collectors have brought to my
attention the names of New Jersey manufacturers I had not included. Since I
was near the Alexander Library, I decided to do some research on them.
During the CRAFTS meeting at Space
Farms in September, a member showed me
a plane marked J. DOREMUS/NEWARK. Utilizing the library's Newark directories
I discovered one Josiah Doremus who was
a hardware merchant at 19 Broad Street
from 1835 or earlier through 1838.
There were also Jasper Doremus, a carpenter from 1845 through 1869, and
John Doremus, listed as a carpenter in
the 1869 directory. Until further information is uncovered, one can only
guess which, if any of these, was the
planemaker.
Russ Bigelow of 1\Tinchester, NH,
wrote recently that he had in his collection a nine-hole, all-brass rein
rounder marked WM. BRO\~"'N N.J. over an
eagle. William Brown was first listed
in the 1844 Newark directory as a cutler at 14 Clay Street. He was last
listed at 7 Mechanic Street in 1853.
For my final bit of research for
the day I turned to the Trenton directories. On May 25 of this year I
attended the last of three auctions at
which was disposed the estate of the
late Ruth Apgar of Frenchtown, NJ. I
bought only two items. During the
morning I purchased a D.M. Lyon level
with a local Frenchtown family name
stamped into its wooden body. After
going home for lunch, I returned to bid
on and buy the finest firkin I had ever
seen. It had everything going for it.
In beautiful condition it was the
first I had ever seen with the name,
address, and product of a manufacturer
stenciled on both its body and lid and
with the name of the firkin maker

stamped into the lid, The legend stenciled on both lid and side read HOME
MADE / MINCE NEAT i HADE BY / H.L. RICE
& CO / TRENTON N.J. The name of the
firkin maker stamped into the lid was
FRED M. MURDOCK JR.

H. L. Rice Firkin
These markings were of particular
interest to me since just two weeks
prior to the auction my daughter,
Vivian, married a man whose last name is
Rice, and also the Trenton address
fitted in with my collection of New Jersey antiques. At the time I purchased
it I had no idea of its age, but I
figured that it was in use around the
turn of the century.
The first Trenton directories I
consulted were those from the early
nineteen-hundreds. l\Jhen I was unable to
find any listing for H. L. Rice after
1900, I started working my way back
through directories in the eighteenhundreds. I finally found a listing for
Hiram L. Rice, grocer, in the Trenton
directory for the year 1869. Since he
was not listed in earlier or later
directories, I believe that the firkin
dates from that yea'r:. Remarkably, there
were still a few blocks of mince meat
preserved in the bottom of the firkin
when I bought it.
[Continued on following page]
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[Continued from preceding page]
The seven and one-half hours that
I spent at the Rutgers University
Library were rewarded with information
unobtainable in any other way. Some
persons might find a day so spent to be
boring and a waste of time, but for
those of us who enjoy a bit of detective work, such research can be quite
exciting.
I arrived home around six o'clock
in the evening, feeling that I had
accomplished quite a lot and had a good
time doing so.

LES BEYER NAMED TO
CRAFTS 1 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
At its meeting on January B. 1986,
the Board of Directors of CRAFTS of New
Jersey appointed Les Beyer to fill the
vacancy on the Board created by the
death of long-time Director Donald
Lipsey.
Born in Elizabeth and a life-long
resident of New Jersey, Beyer operates
a cabinet:naking and woodworking business in ~etuchen. He and his wife
Virginia live in Edison.
In addition to CRAFTS, Beyer is a
member of the Early American Industries
Association, Mid-West Tool Collectors
Association, Antique Tools and Trades
in Connecticut, and the Society of
Workers in Early Arts and Trades. He
is also a member of the 2nd New Jersey
Regiment of the Brigade of the American
Revolution.
His collecting interests center on
woodworker's, cooper's, and blacksmith1s tools.

*******

*******
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*******
NEWSPAPER FEATURES
KINGSBURY COLLECTION
The January ninth issue of the
Hunterdon County Democrat carried a
full-page article about CRAFTSman
Frank W. Kingsbury and the Kingsbury
wrench collection. The article
included several excellent pictures of
Frank and some of his prized possessions.
After starring on television and
being featured in the newspaper, Frank
is now considering hiring a full-time
media advisor.
Kingsbury will be the speaker at
the April 13 meeting of CRAFTS. His
topic? "Collecting Wrenches, 11 of
course!

*******

"ME THINKS I WILL CALL IT

l_ . . .
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THE SHOP, SMITH."

Merino wool, and originally was designated by percent of Merino blood. Today
this percent merely means grade and
fineness and is designated by numerical
count--the higher the number, the finer
the wool.

[Sheep, continued from page 1]
Figure 3 is a traditional old hoof
trimmer of the type also used for
horses.

Figure 3: Hoof Trimmer;
indecipherable mark on iron
blade, wood handle.
The colonists used sheep primarily
for clothing. To remove the wool, the
sheep were sheared, usually once a year
in the spring. Early cutlers such as
Henry Seymour of Elizabeth, New Jersey,
made sheep shears for this industry
similar to the early pair shown in
Figure 4. Although originally designed
as sheep shears, they were found to be
excellent grass clippers. Today they
are frequently sold for the latter purpose. The advent of electrical shears
has practically eliminated hand shears
for whole-fleece shearing, but the
original type are still used today to
trim sheep for shows and for crutching
prior to lambing and breeding, as well
as to remove long wool around the
udder. It is said that a good hand
shearer, using the type of clipper
shown, can shear at the rate of 50 to
100 head daily, not much less than an
average shearer using today's mechanical instrument.

'

Figure 5: Beautifully wrought
wool tester, marked A. Vaillard; for determining wool
fineness (note wool strands
in notches).
The tester in Figure 5 is an aid
in determining how fine the wool is,
while the tester in Figure 6 is used
very like a hay gaff to determine general wool quality by pulling a small
quantity from the center of the rolled
fleece.

Figure 6: Wool tester for
checking quality.

Figure 4:

After the wool has been removed, it
is sorted, the belly, tags, and coarse
parts are separated, the worst dirt is
removed, and the wool is then scoured
(washed) in warm water and soap. In
early days sheep were often washed in
streams before shearing, possibly making
it easier for the hand shearer. For
mechanical shearing, sheep must be dry.
Following scouring, the wool is
teased (pulled apart and shaken) to
remove residual chaff. The cards,
Figure 7, were then used to separate
and line up the fibers, as well as fluff
the wool in preparation for spinning.
A combing process is used for worsted,
a firmer yarn. Dyeing is done prior to
or after spinning. Spinning is done on
[Continued on following page]

Early sheep shears.

In preparing wool it was important
to weigh the fleeces and measure the
length of the fibers. The early English sheep of the East Coast produced a
coarse, short fiber, weighing little
and suitable only for coarse fabrics.
The Spanish Merino of the West produced
fine wool of a heavier whole-fleece
weight. Obviously, crossing of the
breeds became inevitable and with it
tools to examine the quality and fineness of the wool. Wool gauge was and
still is based on the finest, the

'
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Figure 7: Early pair of wool
cards, marked "Old Whittemore, Patent Improved,
No. 8." Wood with original
leather and steel teeth.

Figure 8: Small wood drop
spindle with spun wool.

Figure 10: Niddy-noddy,
showing wound wool.

Figure 9:

Yarn Winder.
8
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[Sheep. continued from page 7]
a conventional spinning wheel or with
a drop spindle.
The drop spindle is a relatively
simple implement, as shown in Figure
8, and was most useful for travelers,
such as those going across country in
a Conestoga wagon. It was also the
favorite spinning tool of the American
Indian.
After spinning, the yarn is wound
onto a yarn winder, illustrated in
Figure 9, which measures it into feet
or yards. The yarn is then removed,
and it is dampened and blocked. The
resulting skein is ready to be made
into fabric by weaving, knitting,
felting, etc.
Niddy-noddies, like the one
pictured in Figure 10, are sometimes
used to measure off yarn, and the
swift, a rather decorative implement,
shown in Figure 11, holds the skeins
while forming into balls and progressing to the project or fabricmaking stage.

Figure 11: Swift, wood with
iron turn screws.

************************ ***
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A SOUTH JERSEY ICEHOUSE
by Carl E. Bopp
A once familiar scene throughout
New Jersey at this time of year was
the harvesting of natural ice. On the
following pages are two photographs
showing an icehouse at Kirkwood, in
"South" Jersey. This icehouse was destroyed by fire about 1911.
Although the first photo is
captioned "ICE CUTTING" (someone had a
little trouble with theN), it does
not actually show the cutting of the
ice. What the camera captured was
men with long ice hooks guiding the
ice along a channel towards the icehouse. At the end of the channel is
an elevator that is raising the cakes
of ice.
From the top of the elevator, the
ice slid down runways, known as
"runs," into the icehouse. Once inside, the cakes were packed up in
layers and covered with dry sawdust
for later sale--mostly in the warmer

months.
The second photograph (page 11)
shows another scene at the same icehouse, but now the ice is being brought
out. Three of the five boys in the
picture have ice hooks to move the ice
that has just come off one of the runs
(Note that the ice hooks here are
shorter than those shown in the first
photo). The two boys on the left are
holding large ice tongs. This shape of
ice tong was called the "Philadelphia
pattern."
The rolled-up shirt sleeves on
the boys and the leaves on the trees
indicate that this latter photo was
taken during one of the spring or
summer months.
The pay for these lads was probably very low and the hours long, but
working at an ice house in the summer
had one thing going for i t - the bonus
of natural airconditioning.

***************************
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from Har;rry O~V~ill
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A CLA!'1P!NG DEVICE OF SOME SORT . ..
"TEETH" ALONG TOP OF CL!-1fv7P
IJR£ TINY(2Go TO THE /JVCH),
VERY SHALLOW (LESS THAN
1/32") AND LINE LJP
PERFECTLY FROM
ONE SIDE TO THE
OTHER.

TOOTHED BRASS CLAMPS,
"""''!§':'~::;::~ #~-RIVETED TO IRON ARMS.

MARKED "R. W-'IRRY".
CLAMP IS 3 3/4"W!DE
ACROSS ITS TOOTHED TOP.

HAND-FORGED
CLAMP ARMS-~
HEAVY SPRING KEEPS
CLAt1P TIGHTLY SHUT
FORMER STAIR BIJLLISTER
OR TABLE t.EG USED FOR
THE STAND -------1+----iP

DOWNWARD PRESSURE ON
PEDAL ATTACHED TO THIS
CONNECTING ROD OPENS
THE CLAMP JAWS EVER
SO SL!GHTL Y.

TURNED WOODEN STAND~

C--y.

YOOT

-::::>

~

CONNECTING ROD;

'""

PEDAL TO CLAMP.
FOUR CRUDELY MADE FEET
WERE ADDED TO liN
EARLIER, FINELY TURNED
TABLE L.EG OR 5T/JIR BALUSTER

@l'B~ • LARRY FUHRO ·ALL RJGHTS RE.:SERVED

GADGETSQ

---·---,-·-,

[Meeting, continued from page l]
Among the several items that '"iil
be discussed during the business meeting
is the suggestion by Herb KcJn that
CRAFTS hold a one-day 11 tool convention,,;
How does that sound? Are any members
interested?
The Auction Commit i:ee \vill
an
up-to--the-minute report on the forth<coming Spring Auction, 1vhich ';Jill be
held April 12. This will be CR.c4.FTS
eighth annual auction and should be the
biggest and best ever.
The afternoon~ s program 'oJ:Ul close
with the "Tt;rhatsit? 11 sessiOIL

?ATINA Is
FIFTH ANNUAL Al'JTIQUE TOOL AUCTIOl\l
SATURDAY, YillRCH 15

George Mason Elemen
School
2601 Cameron Hills Road
Alexandria; Va.
For information call: Sam Pickens
at home (703-548-0573); or Gene
owski at work (301-231-8999).
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